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“Excellence in Middle Level Education”

Dear Parents,
Moore is hosting its’ annual Math, Science, and Technology Night on Tuesday, November 13th at 6:00 p.m.
Students and parents will attend “hands on” interactive sessions focused on math, science, and technology.
Attendees in science sessions might find the planet Venus through a telescope. Our Astronomers may even learn
about the Andromeda Galaxy in an autumn session entitled “Autumn Astronomy” or explore the physics
supporting air flight. Our young Scientists might learn how to race Balloon Racers in one of the science sessions.
Science participants may also find out what an Astro-not is. Technology Engineers will challenge their friends
and family to see who can build the tallest tower. If you like Bingo come learn about Geometry or learn the power
of a rocket. Mustang Mathematicians will compete to work puzzles or play “game show” competitions on math
facts or study the geometry involved in making bubbles. You will find out firsthand how to make rain. Food and
candy samples will be available in some sessions that accompany scientific experiments and competitions.
Regardless of which sessions you choose to attend, the evening promises to be great fun for the entire family.
Please see below for a list of the sessions:
Title

Room #

Title

Geometric Bubbles (Math)
Order Up – Dream of Perfect Food (Math)
The Kahoot Challenge (Math)
What’s Really in Your Baby’s Diaper (Science)
Night Lights –Chemiluminescence (Science)
Staff Wars…May the force be with you (Tech)
Money Planes (Math)
Castle Destruction Catapults (Science)
Brain Teaser Patterns on Chromebooks (Math)
The Science of Root-beer (Science)
Geometry Bingo (Math)
Are you an Astronaut or an Astro-not? (Science)
Skittles Colors (Technology)
Kahoot Challenge #2 (Math)

308
211
306
209
309
Choir
106
305
108
207
312
107
331
Library

Create Your Own 3d Hologram (Math)
310
MIRA’S Shadow Reflection (Math)
104
Fraction / Decimal Bingo (Math)
112
Coding Your Maze Ozobots (Science)
105
K-Nex Balloon Racers (Science)
109
Stump the Class – Flip-Grid (Technology)
206
Sling Shot Rocket (Math)
210
Autumn Astronomy (Science)
Court Yard
The Tower Challenge (Math)
110
Storm in a Jar (Science)
307
Calculator Graphing (Math)
212
Marshmallow Manipulation (Math)
208
Binary Bracelets (Technology)
332

Room #

The objective for the evening is to get parents actively involved as our partners in producing mathematicians,
scientists and users of 21st century technology. This is a great opportunity to visit our campus and see the science
labs firsthand. Make plans now to come out and enjoy a fun evening with your student. All Moore students
attending with parents will receive extra credit in their math, science and technology classes for their grades.
Don’t miss this opportunity to have fun with math and science while improving your class average!
This year we are also offering a special incentive for all students attending MST Night. Our PTA will be set up in
the hallways with membership forms. A single $8.00 PTA membership purchased on this evening will give parents
a $5.00 pass to any home Moore basketball game and while supplies last a $1.00 PTA contemporary Moore car
decal. That’s a $6.00 value making your PTA membership only $2.00 to join. What a super deal for our parents!
We are looking forward to a great evening.
Sincerely,
Claude Lane
Moore MST Principal

